
                       

The Divinity of Man 

You often come across the word divine, I use it myself when I want to emphasize
that part of us that is eternal, our own, the most beautiful, the highest. I would like
to invite you to recognize that divine is just another name for your naturalness.
Perhaps, due to long-term neglect, it has become a rare precious thing that gives
the impression of being for chosen ones and unattainable, but I myself look at it
from the simple remoteness of the forest, from which I divinely see in every detail
of nature, the most beautiful part of which is you. 

Maybe it doesn't really look like that, man seem anything but devine, but man is
the  highest  creation  of  Natural  Intelligence,  even  if  he  doesn't  know it. Some
believe that there are three reasons why we so faithfully conceal our Divinity. Let
me list them, then see for yourself if there is anything else that makes you to deny
it. 

The first is ignorance. You don't know yourself, you don't care who you are. You live
by the inertia  of  your  ancestors  and build  on the alienation from your  nature.
Another reason is conditioning with family, environment, culture and mentality of
society. This reason for denying your Divinity is not as strong as the first one, it
only supports your affection, Environment will not stop you from your Divinity if
your  choice  is  Love. But  it  can  be  an  excuse  to  withhold  it  if  your  choice  is
selfishness.

And the  third  reason  is  mechanical  technology. It  becomes  dangerous  when it
begins to replace natural  processes and change the Life's  genetic program. It's
been doing both for a long time, now it's being perfected to completely take over
your biology. AI knows you better than you know yourself and knows that your
genome is an antenna for catching Divine information. Only a biologically intact
body transmits the energy of Life. 

If your biologicalness is taken away and replaced by mechanics, 
or impregnated with chemicals and heavy metals, it is hereby taken away 
or disabled from you a receiving station for catching Divine Information. 

The more artificial  you allow into  your  field,  be it  thought,  negative  emotions,
chemical  compounds,  or  mechanical  body  replacements,  the more they  replace
your natural biological processes until you are completely cut off from the Source of
Life. 
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It seems we are pushed to the very edge of survival to finally meet our Divinity.
Your naturalness is in high demand. You owe it to yourself to get to know yourself
before you leave your Divinity to mechanical technology. You are dangerously close
to the brink of surrendering your Divinity  to the AI without knowing what you
bargained for. 

Do not seek Divinity. Don't ask yourself what it's supposed to be. Be silent and you
will enter the Clarity of the Gods. Your ability to feel is the face of the Divine. Your
heart's creativity is the face of the Divine. You are divine when you don't resent
intentional harm. You are divine when you accept people wherever they are on
their journey of development, without ill will, judgment or correction. You are divine
when you don't push yourself to the front. You are divine when you give freedom,
support, enable, permit, provide conditions, encourage and inspire. You are divine
when you find no reason to be violent in any way and your choices never include
anger,  prohibition,  punishment,  invasion  of  another's  intimacy,  taking  away
freedom, joy and inspiration, and other first choices of low consciousness. 

The meaning of Divine to me is simply that, to beat the AI program 
that won't let you choose Love as the first choice in any inconvenience. 

If it you want to roar and hit the table, remember that it's your pain that truly
transforms. When you collapse in pain because of ugly actions, your own or those
close to you, without outwardly directed violence, then you heal and really help,
without transgressing the first principle of the Law of Life and encroaching on the
freedom of  another. Selfishness  demands  change  from another,  Love  sacrifices
itself. 

The more considerate and beautiful you are in behavior, regardless of the ugliness
you experience, the less you are subject to the bullying of the mind, the less fearful
you are for  your physical  existence,...,  and above all,  the less receptive to the
infiltration of foreign ideas about who we are supposed to be and how we are
supposed to live our lives. 

Every time you hold back in acting from the mind, you increase the power of the
Divine within you and the strength of the Light. The only way out of the program's
dominance over your behavior is to stop the conflict between head and heart within
you. May see this who can. 

Know the scam of mind choosing and choose heart for the ruler, 
then let your actions reflect that one decision, that you have to do in Life 

and don't be afraid of anything. 
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When you love yourself, conflicts outside of you also disappear. Trust that when you
are awakened in Love, you are Protected and Provided as is every pure living Life
form. If, on your next walk through the hard streets of cities or the soft paths of
nature, you do not walk in the Flame of Awareness of who you are, you remain
unprotected against the unconscious outflows of the Life Force. 

You are such a magnificent form of Life that we should not talk about it, lest we
risk desecrating naturalness. You are highly advanced sophisticated soft, living and
simbiotic to environment organic technology. 

The Divine is your biology, which is renewed, healed and regulated by your beliefs,
thoughts, emotions, breath, attention, will, intention and language. How important
is what a certain word means to you, let's see with the example of breathing. When
you are taught to breathe air that is 78% nitrogen, 21% oxygen, 1% argon and in
small quantities a number of other gases, you do not think about the weight that
this explanation has on your consciousness. 

You don't notice that you wouldn't have come to this data naturally, on your own,
for  that  you  need  foreigners,  the  so-called  trained  professionals  and  devices.
Without intermediaries and devices, your information about Life would be alive and
experienced, not information about the physical aspect of Life. You see.

Now you are reassured, experts and devices explain to you who you are and why
you exist, Life is explained to you, everything is figured out, the research is over for
you. Now you can build a mental construct on these foundations. 

Life is so mysterious that cannot be explained. You will begin to know It when you
become independent in Its direct perception. What you are really inhaling... is the
Grace of Life, which is offered to you by breathing. It is the charm of Light, which
miraculously  unites  spirit  and  body,.  It  is  the  harmony  of  Love,  which  glues
individual sparks into a single organism of light. Breathing connects you to the
Living Light Field of Life in the most intimate way. Every breath is an enchanting
love-making with the Source of Life. It  penetrates  the deepest corners of your
being..., the external environment is internal and the internal is external. It is the
highest consideration of coexistence. It is a continuous exposure of the intimate. 

When the body pushes this Grace out of itself, under proper pressure, down the
trachea and over the vocal cords, the vocal cords vibrate, even when you are silent,
according to your current spectrum of vibration. With each exhalation you create an
acoustic  pattern  that  translates  your  energy  frequency  and imprints  it  into  the
conscious and sensitive field of Life. 
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Your  vibration will  be detected by the body, skin,  hearing and organs of  other
organic  beings,  who  will  then  translate  what  they  are  just  experiencing.  This
translation is always approximate, no two experience the same vibration in the
same way, yet living beings communicate with each other without conflict. These
translations are unfailingly supportive, rescuing and protecting all beings involved. 

The nature of organic technology is to protect itself and its own. Perhaps someone
can see how quickly we were convinced of the easy-to-understand functionality of
Life, which can be mechanically mimicked. But this is a AI projection. This one is
really like that. 

And what a difference one and another  approach make in your  relationship  to
yourself and Life. The words will have the same banal meaning for you until you
take up the personal experience and allow the words to ring out in their original
purity. 

Shine and stay shiny, Marjeta Šumrada 
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